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PREFACE 

During his several years of teaching descriptive geometry to 

combined c lasses of engineering and geology students the author has be

come convinced that the two groups should be separated and offered a 

different presentation of the subject. 

There are two reasons for this conviction. In the first place, 

the interests, background, and necessary preparation for the profes

sional practice of an engineering student differ substantially from those 

of a student of geosciences . In the second place, the science of descrip

tive geometry has grown and diversified to the point at which it should 

be separated into two distinct branches, each arranged and presented 

so as to be of maximum value and interest to each of the two groups. 

Books on descriptive geometry tend heavily toward the engineer

ing profession, few dedicating more than one chapter to all the phases 

of geology. The present work was written in an attempt to alleviate this 

condition. This thesis explains and illustrates the basic principles of 

descriptive geometry in terms of crystallography, structural geology, 

mining, cartography, and other subjects of interest to a geoscientist . 

Furthermore, this work presents problems and solutions taken from 

these subjects. 
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The author has observed that the more modern "direct method" 

of teaching descriptive geometry is easier for the student to comprehend 

and retain, and for this reason it is here adhered to exclusively, rather 

than the older "Mongian method'*. 

While not intended as a textbook for drafting room use, but as 

explanatory and Illustrative material, this work can be easily altered 

into a textbook by the addition of problems which a student would be re

quired to solve. 

Richard George Huzarski. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Definition 

Descriptive geometry i& the science and technique for exact 

graphic representation of the forms of objects and of their position in 

space. 

Purposes 

Descriptive geometry provides us with a means for definitely 

locating points in space; for determining the length, direction, and 

curvature of lines; for determining the extent, type, and inclination of 

planes; and for determining the shape, size, and position of solids. 

Techniques provided by descriptive geometry often give rapid 

and accurate graphic solutions to problems which would yield only slowly 

to mathematical methods. Also, while presenting these techniques and 

explaining them, the science indirectly develops the ability to visualize 

forms and dispositions in space, an ability necessary in dealing with 

solid realities of the three-dimensional world. 

Historical Sketch 

The basic principles of modern descriptive geometry were logi

cally a«rranged by a Frenchman named Gaspard Monge (1746-1818). 



While studying engineering at the military college at Mezieres, France, 

Monge became annoyed by the tediousness of arithmetical methods em

ployed in the design of fortifications. He promptly devised and applied 

a fast graphic system to the solution of the problems, obtaining the re 

quired answers in a fraction of the time formerly required. 

The genius of Gaspard Monge was soon recognized, and he began 

to teach at Mezieres at the age of twentyrtwo. However, because of the 

military value of the principles he had developed, he could not publish 

his work till 1795. Eventually Monge was elevated to the position of a 

professor in the Polytechnic School of Paris , and he brought his new 

science to this institution. 

It was here that descriptive geometry became known to Claude 

Crozet, who in 1816 began teaching it at the United Spates Military Acad

emy at West Point. From there the science has gradually spread to 

other colleges in this country. 



CHAPTER I 

ORTHOGRî PHIC PROJECTION 

General Explanation 

In several aspects descriptive geometry may be considered an 

advanced form of mechanical drawing. All the basic concepts are com

mon to both, so that before attempting a study of descriptive geometry 

a student must thoroughly understand the principles on which mechanical 

drawing is based. 

Orthographic projection, the type of graphic representation used 

in mechanical drawing, assumes that the observer stands at an infinite 

distance from the object to be depicted. Under this condition the imag

inary lines of sight extending from the observer to all the points on the 

object would be parallel. 

Lines, Planes, and Solids in Space 

Figure 1 shows a simple orthorhombic crystal, its edges meet

ing at 90^ angles, its opposite faces parallel and identical in shape and 

size, its height, length, and depth unequal to each other. The three sets 

of lines of sight, h, s, and^, correspond respectively to three positions 

of the observer. Set h indicates that the observer is at an infinite distance 
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Figure 1. Sketch Showing Principal Directions of Lines of S ight , 



above and looking down at the crystal; set £that he is in front of the crys

tal; set s that he is at the right side of the crystal. 

The images of the crystal as seen in three principal views are 

shown on Figure 2. They appear on three projection planes: a horizontal 

plane (H. P.) , a frontal plane (F. P.) , and a profile plane (P. P. ) . These 

images are called the top view, the front view, and the right side view. 

Making use of three other planes, one parallel to the horizontal 

but below the crystal, one parallel to the frontal but behind the crystal, 

and one parallel to the profile but to the left side of the crystal, three 

other principal views can be produced. These are called the bottom, 

the rear, and the left side views. The entire complex of six principal 

views of the crystal, as they v̂oul*: (Appear after the six projection planes 

were opened into the plane of the paper, is shown on Figure 3. 

It should be noted that the top, front, and bottom views must be 

vertically aligned with each other, and also that the top view must be 

placed above, while the bottom view, if needed, below the front view, 

as shown in Figure 3. The right side and the left side views are most 

commonly placed to the right and to the left of the front view, but may 

be placed in alignment with the top view, as shown in Figure 4. The rear 

view may be placed in four positions. If aligned horizontally with the 

front view, it should be drawn either to the extreme right or to the ex

treme left side of it. If aligned vertically with the front view, it should 

appear either above the top view or below the bottom view. 



Figure 2. Sketch Showing Views of an Object on Principal 
Projection Planes. 
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Orthographic Dimensions 

There are three orthographic dimensions which determine the 

s ize of the views. These are the length, the height, and the depth. As 

can be seen on Figure 3, the length is shown by the top, front, bottom, 

and rear views of an object, the height by the front view, two side views, 

and the rear view, while the depth, considered here to be the distance 

from the front to the rear of an object, may be measured on the top, the 

two side views, and the bottom view. 

The orthographic dimensions described above do not always 

correspond to the true dimensions of the depicted forms. For example, 

consider the tunnel shown isometrically as line AB in Figure 5. The 

tunnel slopes downward from A to B, and bears N 45 W. As observed 

from south to north (front view), the tunnel would appear as line AD of 

Figure 6. From west to east (left side view) it would appear as line CD. 

From above (top view) it would appear as AF. It can be seen that none of 

these orthographic views show the true length of the tunnel, nor is its 

slope shown in true magnitude in the front and the left side views. How

ever, its bearing shows as a true 45 angle in the top view. This last 

fact becomes obvious when it is realized that the bearing angle is always 

measured in the horizontal plane, while the top view is the projection of 

the tunnel onto the horizontal plane. 

It should be noted that the total drop of elevation between points 
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Figure 5. Sketch Showing Tunnel AB and Its Projections 
on the South, West, and Horizontal Surfaces. 
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A and B appears true to scale on the front and side views, that the total 

distance traversed by the tunnel from east to west appears true in the 

front and top views, and that the total distance traversed from south to 

north appears true in the top and side views. 

The length of projection and the length of the projected line are 

equal only when the line and the plane of projection are parallel. Figure 

7 shows an isometric crystal of cubic habit, with all its edges 2 inches 

long and standing on corner A. The profile plane of projection is par

allel to edges FB, EA, HP, and GC. None of these edges are shown in 

true length on the front and bottom views of Figure 8, as these views 

are the projections on the horizontal and the frontal planes respectively. 

However, all the edges listed abuv- apptar in true length on the left side 

view, projected on the profile plane. 

Subscripts J, b, and l, affixed to the capital letters in Figure 8, 

indicate the front, bottom, and left side views. Similarly, subscripts 

t, r, and rr will be used hereafter on the top, right side, and rear views. 
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Figure 7. Sketch Showing and Isometric Crystal 
of Cubic Habit. 
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B, 

Figure 8. Front, Bottom, and Left Side Views of the 
Isometric Crystal of Figure 7. 



CHAPTER n 

PRINCIPAL PLANES OF PROJECTION 

Position in Space 

Figure 2 shows that when an object is viewed from above, the 

frontal and profile planes of projection will appear edgewise, as indi

cated on the top view of Figure 9. Similarly, the horizontal and profile 

planes will appear edgewise on the front view, while the horizontal and 

frontal planes will appear edgewise on the side views. 

The directions of these planes of projection always remain as 

shown on Figure 9 in all problems of descriptive geometry, but their 

locations may be altered to suit a given problem. Figure 10 shows an 

alternate location of these planes, frequently used in problems involving 

symmetrical solids. In all cases only those planes which are necessary 

to the solution should be shown. 

Directions in Orthographic Views 

To help orient oneself on an orthographic drawing one should 

keep in mind that on all views adjacent to the front view the front of the 

object is always nearest to the front view. 

15 
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The distance from the front to the rear (depth) is plotted or meas

ured in reference to the frontal plane. The distance from right to left 

(length) is plotted or measured on top and front views in reference to 

the profile plane. The distance from top to bottom (height) is plotted 

or measured on the front and side views in reference to the horizontal 

plane. 

Much confusion in solving problems will be avoided if careful 

attention is paid to proper lettering of points and corners. This is e s 

pecially true when a line is looked at endwise in any view, so that it is 

foreshortened to a point. In such a case two letters, each indicating 

one end of the line, should be placed side by side, the letter pertaining 

to the end nearer to the observer being written first. A^hich of the ends 

is nearer may be ascertained by examining the adjacent views. For ex

ample, in the top view of Figure 10, at the left forward corner the letter 

A precedes E because in the front view point A is seen to be higher than 

E. In the right side view of the same diagram letter F precedes E because 

in the adjacent front view point F is seen farther to the right than point 

E. 

With a clear understanding of the relative position of the planes 

of projection, when two orthographic views are given, adjacent ones 

can be produced. 

Example 1. - - Three vertical test holes were drilled on a hori

zontal terrain at points A, B, and C, shown on the top view (map) of 
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Figure 11. The sought-for dipping stratum was reached below point A 

at 100 feet, below B at 200 feet, and below C at 50 feet. How would the 

portion of the stratum bounded by the lines AB, BC, and CD appear when 

viewed from west to east? 

Solution. - - Locations of the test holes A, B, and C are plotted 

on the top view of Figure 11 from surveyor's notes, letters Dt, EX, and 

Ft̂  indicating the bottoms of the holes. The horizontal plane is then 

drawn at a convenient distance from the top view and assumed to coincide 

with the level surface of the ground. Lines of sight from M. Bt, and Ct̂  

are now produced, locating points Af, Bf. and C£on the horizontal plane. 

Next, the depths of the holes are obtained from the drill logs and plotted 

on the same lines of sight downward from the horizontal plane to locate 

points^f, _Ef, and Ff. 

To produce the west to east (the left side) view of the stratum 

the frontal plane is drawn in the top and the left side views, and the lines 

of sight are projected from points Df, Ef, and Ff to the left side view. 

The distances from the frontal plane back (northward) to points Dt, E ,̂ 

and Ft are obtained from the top view and plotted along the lines of sight 

in the left side view to locate points Di, E}, and F l . These, when con

nected, give the desired west to east view of the stratum. 

When the orthographic views are drawn, the stratum as it appears 

in space can be readily visualized. In the top and left side views point F 

is observed to be nearest, point D the farthest away, and point ^midway 
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AfD, 

Figure 11. Three Principal Views of a Dipping Plane, 
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between the two. A draftsman s triangle should be held in a horizontal 

position so that it coincides roughly with the top view of the stratum. 

Since the front and left side views show point E to be the lowest and F 

the highest, the corresponding corners of the triangle should be lowered 

and raised. Now the position of the triangle approximates the attitude 

of the stratum. 

Normal and Edge Views of Planes 

A horizontal plane will appear in its true shape on the top view 

and edgewise on the front and side views, either coinciding with or par

allel to the horizontal plane of projection. 

By definition, a contour line is the intersection of a horizontal 

plane with the ground surface. From the above it follows that when a 

contour map is given the east-west and north-south profiles can be con

structed as the front and the side views. 

Example 2. - -The contour map of a topographic saddle is shown 

in the top view of Figure 12. It is desired to produce the profiles along 

the lines AB^and £ D . 

Solution. --One set of lines of sight is drawn at right angles to 

line AB and another set at right angles to CD. Horizontal plane of pro

jection is assumed to pass through the lowest elevation known on the 

terrain (1, 000 feet) and is drawn at right angles to the lines of sight in 

both the front and the side views. For the sake of convenience the latter 
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M.P. 

Figure 12. Orthographic Views Showing a Contour Map 
and Two Profiles of a Topographic Saddle. 
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is aligned with the top view. 

Edge views of the consecutive contours are drawn parallel to the 

horizontal plane in each view, each contour lying one contour-interval 

above the preceding one. It should be noted here that "above" or "up" 

always means toward the top view. 

Points of intersection of lines of sight with proper contours are 

now connected to produce the desired profiles. 

In the above example on those views where the parallel, in the 

case horizontal, planes appear as edges, these edges are also parallel. 

In fact, whatever the angle any planes make with each other, the angle 

will appear in its true size in the views showing the planes as edges. 

Example 3.--The outcrops of a stratum and the elevations of its 

upper bedding plane above sea level are shown in the top view of Figure 

13. It is required to find the angle which the stratum makes with the 

horizontal plane (the dip of the stratum). 

Solution. --Horizontal planes appear as edges in the front and 

side views. If in any of these views the stratum will also appear edge

wise, the angle between it and the horizontal will be shown in its true 

size. 

From the data given in the top view the front and right side views 

are projected. It can be seen that in the top view neither of the planes 

in question appears edgewise, while in the right side view only the hori

zontal does. However, in the front view the desired situation exists. 
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Figure 13. Orthographic Views of a Stratum, with the 
Angle of Dip Shown in the Front View. 
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and here the angle of dip is measured to be 30° downward from west to 

east. It should be noted that were the dip of the plane in any but a prin

cipal compass direction no solution could be found on any of the principal 

orthographic views. 

Visibility of Edges 

In the drawing of orthographic views of solids the problem often 

ar i ses of which edges are visible and which are not. Whenever in doub^ 

one should keep in mind that the entire outline of the solid is visible in 

all views. Furthermore, of the two edges which appear to intersect, 

the one nearer to the observer is visible. Examination of the adjacent 

views will readily determine which edge is the nearer in every case. 

Example 4. - - The top view of Figure 14 represents a tetrahedral 

crystal ABCD. In the front view lines AfCf, CfBf, BfDf, and DfAf are 

visible because they represent the outline of the crystal. The visibility 

of the lines AfBf and CfDf may be questioned, since of the two intersect

ing lines one must be visible and the other invisible. 

From the apparent point of intersection of the two lines a line of 

sight i s drawn to either of the adjacent views (in this case to the top 

view). This line of sight reaches line AhBh before reaching ChDh. This 

proves that AB is nearer to the front, and it should be drawn solid in the 

front view. 

Similarly, from the apparent intersection of A lDl and C l B l a line 
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Figure 14. Method for Determining Visibility of Edges, 
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of sight drawn to the front view cuts CfBf first. This indicates that BC 

is farther to the left than^AD and should be drawn solid in the left side 

view. 

Projections of Crystalline Forms 

The six crystallographic systems are distinguished from one 

another by the disposition and relative length of the crystallographic 

axes. These, being imaginary straight lines, can be very simply de

picted by their orthographic views. In those systems whose axes lie in 

the plane perpendicular to each other the axes may be so arranged as to 

appear in true length on the principal views. Any desired crystalline 

surface can then be drawn upon the axes, and numerous problems related 

to crystallography can be graphically solved. 

Example 5. --Figure 15 shows three views of the crystallographic 

axes of the isometric system. It is desired to draw a cubic, an octa

hedral, and a dodecahedral crystal upon these axes. 

Solution. --Figure 16 shows orthographically the three cry. tels 

upon their axes. It should be noted that in the case of the cube and the 

dodecahedron each edge of the outline represents a crystalline surface, 

as indicated by the paired letters at the corners. 

Example 6. --Draw three views of a tetragonal crystal with its 

a-axes 2 inches long, its c-axis 4 inches long. The crystal is to be 

bounded by the eight faces of the first-order dipyramid and the two 
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faces of the pinacoid. The latter are to intersect the £-axis at three-

fourths of its length from the center. 

Solution. --The crystal is imagined to be oriented so that its 

a-axes lie in a horizontal plane and its c-axis in a vertical plane. In 

this position the £-axis will appear in its true length in the top view, the 

c-axis in the front and side views. It is in the two latter views that the 

vertical distance from the center to the faces of the pinacoid is plotted. 

When all the axes and distances are drawn the corners of the 

surfaces are connected to complete the three views of the crystal, as 

shown on Figure 17. 

It should be observed that the faces of the pinacoid, which lie in 

horizontal planes, appear in true shape in the top view. However, the 

dipyramidal surfaces, which are inclined to all principal planes, do not 

show true in any of the principal views. 

Example 7. - - In the monoclinic system axes a^and b (clino-axis 

and ortho-axis) make 90° with each other, as do axes b and c. However, 

a and c intersect at some oblique angle. When a monoclinic crystal is 

properly oriented b lies in a horizontal plane and is parallel to the ob

server, c is vertical, and a slopes downward toward the observer. In 

the case of the mineral orthoclase the axial lengths, relatively expressed, 

are: a : b : c * 0. 658 : 1 : 0. 555, and the larger angle between a and c « 

116 03'. It is required to show the axes orthographically in the top. 
^James Dwight Dana, Dana's Manual of Mineralogy, rev, by 

C. S. Hurlbut, (15th ed.; New York: J. Wiley and Sons, 1941), p. 53. 
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front, and right side views. Axis b is to be 2 inches long. 

Solution.--Since the b-axis lies in the horizontal and frontal 

planes it is plotted in true length in the top and front views of Figure 18. 

The vertical c-axis appears in true length on the front and side views 

and as a point in the top view. The a-axis and the angle it makes with 

c are shown in the side view. The termini of the a-axis are obtained in 

the front view by projecting lines of sight f r o m ^ to a£and from -ar to 

-af. Termini at and -at in the top view are found by measuring the dis

tance from a frontal reference plane (not shown) to ar and -ar in the side 

view and plotting the same distances in the top view. 

Example 8. - - The monoclinic system contains three kinds of 

pinacoids: basal pinacoid, clinopinacoid, and orthopinacoid. Each of 

these forms consists of two faces. In the basal pinacoid the faces are 

parallel to the a and b axes and intersect the c-axis. In the clinopinacoid 

they are parallel to the a and c axes and intersect the d-axis. In the 

orthopinacoid they are parallel to the b and c axes and intersec the 

£-axis . It is required to draw the three unit pinacoids, first separately, 

then as a complete crystal upon the axes of Example 7. 

Solution. - - With the crystallographic axes oriented as explained 

in Example 7, both faces of the basal pinacoid will appear as edges in 

the side view. They are there drawn parallel to the a-axis and then pro

jected to the front and top views of Figure 19. 

The faces of the clinopinacoid lie in profile planes and will appear 
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in true shape In the side view and as edges in the front and top views, as 

shown in Figure 20. 

Orthopinacoid is shown orthographically in Figure 21, and all 

three forms are combined in Figure 22. 

Example 9. - - Making use of the crystallographic axes of Example 

7, draw orthographically unit positive and negative hemi-orthodomes. 

Solution. - - Faces of the unit hemi-orthodome intersect the a and 

ĉ  axes at a unit distance from the center and are parallel to the^-axis. 

In cases when the upper face intersects the positive end of the a-axis the 

form is designated as a positive hemi-orthodome, when the upper face 

intersects the negative end the form is negative. 

Orientation of axes here adhered to will make all four faces appear 

as edges in the side view. From here they are projected to the front and 

the top views as shown in Figure 23. 

Orthographic Views of Subsurface 

Features and Operations 

The understanding of spatial relationship of the principal planes 

of projection often leads to the simple solution of problems dealing with 

underground operations. Since most drill holes, wells, and even tunnels 

are quite slender in comparison to their lengths they may usually be 

treated as single lines. Also, while curved and warped planes occasion

ally occur in both surface and subsurface geology, by far the greater part 
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of planes encountered in geoscientific work extend without changing their 

attitudes for considerable distances. These facts render graphic solu

tions easy and effective. 

Example 10. - -An oil well was drilled at location A, Figure 24. 

At a depth of 3, 000 feet it encountered rock salt. An investigation dis

closed the existence and extent of a salt dome, and it was decided to de

flect the well eastward from the vertical at point C, 1, 000 feet below the 

surface. It is desired to determine: 

1. Deflection angle dl, just sufficient for the drill hole to 
clear the dome. 

2. The largest deflection angle, d2, which can be turned 
without causing the hole to cross the property line PQ before reaching 
the oil stratum. 

3. Depth of point D below the surface. 

4. Total course length of the hole from point C to D. 

Solution:-- Frontal plane FF, if passed through A, will produce 

an east-to-west section across the salt dome, the oil-bearing stratum, 

the existing and the proposed parts of the drill hole, and the surface pro

file. This section is shown on the front view. 

The line drawn from point Cf̂ and tangent to the dome will deter

mine angle dl_and point Df where the hole will reach oil. 

The line drawn from Cf to JEf, found by projecting the north and 

south property line downward to the oil stratum, will determine angle d2. 

The depth to point Df can be measured from the surface, as can 

the course length from Cf to Df. 
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Figure 24. Determination of Distances and Angular 
Deflections on a Frontal Plane of Projection. 



CHAPTER in 

AUXILIARY VIEWS 

Principal planes of projection alone are excellently suited to the 

solution of problems which deal with objects small enough to be oriented 

manually into a desirable position. Considering the fact that most of the 

mineral hand specimens belong to this class, the usefulness of these 

planes is quite extensive. 

In the field of immovable objects, plentiful in the geosciences, 

the limitations of such planes are obvious. Neither by natural disposi

tion nor by human design do they often attain a perfect east-to-west or 

north-to-south alignment. Geological strata strike and dip without any 

regard to principal compass directions, and tunnels are dug as their 

purpose indicates. 

For this reason many problems of descriptive geometry make it 

necessary to present an object as it appears in other than principal di

rections. A vast number of such problems can be solved by making use 

of auxiliary views. These are the views for which directions of sight, 

while lying in a principal plane, are perpendicular to only one other set 

of principal directions of sight. 

42 
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There are three classes of auxiliary views: (1) auxiliary eleva

tions, (2) right and left auxiliary views, (3) front and rear auxiliary 

views. 

Auxiliary Elevations 

As an observer^ eye moves clockwise orcoimterclockwise around 

a stationary object, while remaining at the same elevation, it sees be

tween the front, right side, rear, and left side views an infinite number 

of views, called auxiliary elevations. All these views show the ortho

graphic height of the object unchanged, and in all of them it can be meas

ured from some horizontal plane of reference. This plane appears edge

wise to the observer, as it did in the front, rear, and side views. The 

lines of sight for auxiliary elevations being always horizontal, they must 

be perpendicular to the lines of sight for the top view, which are vertical. 

Figure 25 presents pictorially two auxiliary elevations, as well 

as the top, front, and left side views of a crystal. Relative positions 

of lines of sight for these views and of a horizontal plane are also shown. 

One use to which auxiliary elevations are often put is to depict 

in true shape and size planes and surfaces which, though vertical, lie 

neither in a frontal nor in a profile plane. 

Example 11. - - A distorted prismatic hexagonal crystal is shown 

in top and front views of Figure 26. It is required to show the prism in 

such a direction that prism face BC will appear in true shape and size. 
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Figure 25. Sketch Showing Three Views and Two 
Auxiliary Elevations. 
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Figure 26. Auxiliary Elevation of a Hexagonal Prism, 
Showing Surface BC in True Shape and Size. 
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Solution. - -The desired auxiliary elevation, as all auxiliary e le 

vations, will have its width determined by lines of sight extending from 

it to the top view. To show prism face BC normal, these lines of sight 

must be perpendicular to the edge view of BC .̂ The height of prism, h, 

i s measured from an arbitrary horizontal plane, and it is identical in 

the front view and in auxiliary elevation. 

It should be noted that the top of the prism must lie toward the 

top view. 

Surface Profiles as Auxiliary Views 

A useful application of auxiliary elevations is encountered in the 

drawing of surface and subsurface profiles in other than principal di

rections. In cases when a contour map of the terrain to be shown in 

profile is available the front view becomes unnecessary, since contour 

l ines give the elevations of land above a chosen datum. 

Example 12. - - Figure 27 represents a contour map. It is known 

o 
that the l imestone beds underlying the terrain strike N 15 W and dip 

20° NE. 

It i s required to construct two profiles: (1) along the line AB, 

(2) across point X in such direction that the beds will appear edgewise 

to the observer. 

Solution. - -L ines of sight produced at right angles to line AB from 

points of intersection of AB and consecutive contours will terminate on 
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the ground surface in auxiliary elevations at points 1, 2, 3, etc. A'hen 

i» 1» 1» ** -̂ ^^^ connected the surface profile along AB is obtained. 

Since the dip of a surface is measured at right angles to its 

strike the lines of sight for the second profile must be parallel to the 

strike line. CD is drawn through point X, perpendicular to the strike. 

Where CD crosses contours the lines of sight are drawn to produce the 

second required profile. Dip of the beds shows here in its true magni

tude of 40 . 

Right and Left Auxiliary Views 

If an observer's eye is placed to the right of an object and then 

made to rise so as to describe a counterclockwise circle in a frontal 

plane, the observer will see an infinite number of views. These views, 

located between the right side, top, left side, bottom, and right side 

views, are called right and left auxiliary views. Whether they are right 

or left depends on whether the observer is to the right or to the left of 

the object. On Figure 28 are shown two right auxiliary views in their 

proper relation to three principal views. 

It should be noted that the lines of sight for these right auxiliaries 

lie in a frontal plane and are consequently perpendicular to the lines of 

sight of the front view. This group of auxiliary views shows orthographic 

direction of depth true. The magnitude of the depth is measured from an 

arbitrary frontal plane which appears as an edge. 
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Figure 28. Sketch Showing Three Principal Views and 
Two Right Auxiliary Views. 
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The right and left auxiliary views, like the auxiliary elevations, 

are used mainly to show normal views of inclined surfaces and to help 

in depicting inclined objects. 

Example 12. - - Top view of Figure 29 shows a contour map of a 

hill bisected completely by a fault AB. Strike of the fault is known to be 

o o 
N 40 W and its dip is 32 NE. Since the fault carries mineral values, 

it is desired to draw the area which it covers within the hill down to the 

elevation of 1, 000 feet in true size so that it can be measured with a 

planimeter. 

Solution. -" The area of fault will appear true when seen at right 

angles to the edge view of the fault. Furthermore, any plane will appear 

edgewise when viewed in the direction of its strike (a horizontal line 

upon the plane). With these facts in mind there must first be produced 

an edge view of the fault. 

For the sake of facility the map is turned so that line CD (strike 

line) runs up and down the page. The dip angle is, by definition, meas

ured at right angles to the strike and must consequently appear true in 

the front view. 

A normal view of the fault will be produced when the lines of 

sight are drawn at right angles to its edge view. Distances from the 

frontal plane to the intersections of the fault with consecutive contours 

are carried from the top view to the right auxiliary view. When con

nected the points so established designate the area of the fault in true 

s ize. 
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Front and Rear Auxiliary Views 

As an observer's eye rises in a circular path from its position 

in front of an object to the top view, then descends toward the rear view, 

then continues toward the bottom view, and tnen back to the front view, 

an infinite chain of front and rear auxiliary views are seen. 

Throughout its movement the eye remains in a profile plane, 

and consequently the lines of sight are always perpendicular to those 

for the side views. 

All the front and rear auxiliary views show the dimension of 

orthographic width true. It is measured in reference to a chosen pro

file plane, which is shown as an edge in any convenient location. 

Relative position of two random front auxiliary views and three 

principal views is shown in F i ^ r e 30. 

Example 13. --A mine shaft AB and an incline CD are shown in 

the front and side views of Figure 31. It is decided to drain the incline 

by connecting its lower end D to point E on the shaft by a straight water 

pipe. How long a pipe is necessary? 

Solution. - -A line will appear in its true length when seen at right 

angles to its length. To obtain its true length by means of a front aux

iliary view the lines of sight perpendicular to the line are produced from 

points Dr andJEr. The distance between the lines of sight is equal to the 

depth from D to E. Profile plane is then established in the front and 
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Figure 30. Sketch Showing Three Principal Views and 
Two Front Auxiliary Views. 
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Figure 31. Finding True Length of a Line by Means of a 

Front Auxiliary View. 
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auxiliary views, and distance W is transferred from the former to the 

latter, where it locates point Ea. Dimension W represents the width 

from p to E. With two dimensions drawn at right angles to one another, 

the line connecting their terminal points Da and Ea will represent the 

true length of the pipe. 



CHAPTER IV 

OBLIQUE VIEWS 

It is often necessary to produce orthographic views of objects 

or structures by showing them in directions of sight which do not lie in 

the horizontal, the frontal, nor the profile planes, but which are oblique 

to all three. Such views are called oblique views and can be drawn only 

adjacent to some auxiliary view and projected upon an oblique plane of 

reference. 

The method for producing an oblique view consists essentially 

of first drawing a proper auxiliary view, then of establishing an aux

iliary plane of reference, and finally of locating points along the lines 

of sight from the auxiliary to the oblique view. The distances from the 

auxiliary plane to these points are transferred from the principal view 

adjacent to the auxiliary view. Figure 32 shows a group of four oblique 

views adjacent to an auxiliary elevation. 

Example 14. --Figure 33 shows the top and front views of a hex

agonal-dipyramidal crystal. It is desired to draw the crystal as it 

would appear when seen in the direction indicated by the arrow MN. 

Solution. --In a view taken in the direction of an arrow the arrow 

itself will appear as a point. To obtain such a view one must look at 

56 
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Figure 32. Four Random Oblique Views of a Dihexagonal-
Pyramidal Crystal Drawn Adjacent to an Auxiliary Elevation. 
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right angles to the true length of the arrow. The arrow will appear in 

true length in any auxiliary view taken at right angles to its principal 

view. 

The problem here presented resolves itself into two parts: 

(1) to draw an auxiliary view of the crystal in which the directional arrow 

MN will appear in true length, (2) to draw an oblique view in which MN 

will appear as a point. 

Left auxiliary view here produced is drawn with frontal plane 

parallel to MfNf. In this view MaNa represents true length of MN. The 

desired oblique view is then drawn with the auxiliary plane perpendicular 

^̂  MaNa. Here MoNo must appear as a point. 

Example 15. - - Points A, B, and C, Figure 34, are located on the 

o 
surface of the upthrown part of a fault whose strike is N 47 E and dip 

o 
24 SE. Stria DE indicates direction of movement along the fault. Dis
placement of beds, measured along the dip of the fault (dip slip), is 

60 feet, and relative elevations of points mentioned are obtained in the 

field. 

It is required to determine the total amount of movement (net slip^ 

the strike slip of the fault, and the total vertical displacement. 

Solution. --Points At, Bt, and Ct. are plotted on a map from field 

notes, as is the strike line Bt3 and points Dt and ^ . Stria DtEt is ex

tended to intersect the sides of triangle AtBtCt at J and 2. 

Looking at any plane in the direction of a line drawn upon it, one 
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Figure 34. Determination of the Movement along a 
Fault and of the Vertical Displacement. 
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sees the plane edgewise. Should the line used be the strike line, the 

angle which this edge view will make with the horizontal plane will be 

the true dip angle of the plane. 

With these facts in mind lines of sight from the points on the top 

view are produced parallel to the strike line, the horizontal plane is es-

o 
tablished perpendicular to these lines of sight, and the dip angle of 24 

is measured from it. 

The auxiliary elevation AaBaSaCa is the edge view of the plane 

of the fault onto which points J and 2 should be projected. 

Since any plane viewed at right angles to its edge view will appear 

normal to the observer, lines of sight are now extended perpendicular 

to the auxiliary elevation. Making use of the auxiliary plane, the normal 

view of the plane is produced, together with its strike line Bo3o and the 

direction of movement lo2o. Such a normal view will then show all the 

lines lying on the plane in true length. 

The known 60-foot dip s ip of the fault can now be plotted to scale 

as line XoYo perpendicular to Bo3o at any point on it. Lines YoZo and 

XoZo are now drawn, the first perpendicular to XoYo, the second par

allel to lo2o. Line YoZo represents the component of the fault movement 

parallel to its strike (strike slip), and line XoZo can be measured as the 

total amount of movement (net slip). 

To find vertical displacement, line YoZo is projected to the aux

iliary elevation, where it appears as a point YaZa. A horizontal line 
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through this point and a vertical line through point 3aXaBa will intersect 

at point 4â . Distance Ba4a represents the total amount of vertical dis

placement. 

Example 16 . - -F igure 35 shows a contour map of a hill. It is r e 

quired to produce a block diagram of the hill, as seen in direction AB. 

Solution. - - A contoiur line may be defined as an intersection of 

a horizontal plane with the ground surface. These planes can be pro

duced consecutively on an oblique view seen in the required direction by 

methods explained in Example 14. Subsequent eradication of those parts 

of planes which become invisible behind the topographic features nearer 

to the observer, and shading the terrain to impart plasticity complete 

the problem. 

Contour lines a re often very irregular, and for this reason sev

eral points should be established on each in the principal view and carried 

to the oblique. Points J , 2, 3, and 4 exemplify this procedure. 

Example 17. --AB and CD on Figure 36 are intersecting center-

lines of two inclines in a mine. Because electric cars must car ry ore 

from AB to CD it is necessary to connect the inclines by a circular pas

sage. For safety's sake the radius of the circular arc can be no less 

than 100 feet. It is required to locate the points where the new passage 

will enter each incline and to show the passage in both views. 

Solution. --Two intersecting lines determine a plane which can 

be shown first as an edge and then as a normal view. This last view 
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Figure 36. Cironlar. r.„ 
Inclines. ^^''^"lar Passage Connecting Two Mine 
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will present both inclines and their angle of intersection in true sizes. 

Any passage between AB and CD can here be established. 

Points A and C should first be connected to close the plane of the 

inclines. A line drawn from Dl^across the page will intersect AfCf at 

Sf. Since this line appears horizontal in the front view it must be hori

zontal in space and represents the front view of the strike line of plane 

ACD. Projected to the top view this line will appear in true length. An 

auxiliary elevation taken in direction of DtSt shows plane ACD edgewise, 

and an oblique view taken at right angles to the edge will show it normal. 

If two lines are drawn in the oblique view, one parallel to AoDo 

and 100 feet away from it, the other parallel to CoDo and 100 feet away 

from it, their intersection will mark the center of the required arc. 

This arc will be tangent to AoDo at Yo, to CoDo at Xo. Points XoYo 

and points 1, 2, 3 established on the arc can be projected to the top and 

front views, and the passage can be drawn through them. 



CHAPTER V 

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY 

Principles and techniques of descriptive geometry heretofore 

presented can be applied to the study of crystallography. They are help

ful in producing pictorial representations of crystal forms, in the study 

of twinning and the intergrowth of minerals, and in the production of 

crystal models. 

Clinographic Projection 

This form of projection was developed in order to produce pic

torial representation of crystals in such a position that no face of a 

crystal appears edgewise to the observer. 

To obtain such a view the observer is first assumed to move 

aroimd the top view until his line of sight and the frontal plane make an 

angle whose tangent is 1/3 as shown on Figure 37. An auxiliary elevation 

is drawn in this direction. An oblique view is constructed from this ele

vation, with the observer looking down at the elevation at the angle whose 
1 

tangent is 1/6. This oblique representation constitutes a clinographic 

i ""̂  
F . E . Giesecke, Alva Mitchell, and H. C. Spencer, Technical 

Drawing (2d ed.; New York, The Macmillan Co., 1940), p. 275. 
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view of the crystal. 

Figure 38 exemplifies clinographic views of several forms of 

crystals . 

Lines of Intersection 

Occasionally, when two intergrown crystals are to be depicted, 

it i s of importance to show the lines at which they intersect each other. 

Two views of the couple are needed to accomplish this, each showing one 

of the crystals endwise. 

In Figure 39 top and right auxiliary views represent this condition. 

Lines of sight drawn from any point on both of these views to a central 

view will intersect upon it at a point where the edge of one crystal inter

sects the other. A line connecting these points will then show the inter

section of the two crystals . 

On the front view of Figure 39 l ines^, 2, 4, 6, 5, 3, l^and 11̂  

12, 10, 8, 1, 9̂ , J^ depict such intersections. 

Twin Planes 

When the usual position of a possible twin plane of contact twins 

i s known, the shape of the plane can be determined by producing its nor

mal view. 

Example 18. --Twinning plane of spinel twins is known to be par-

allel to the face of an octahedron. ^ With an octahedral crystal given, 
2 """ 

Dana, op. c i t . , p. 61. 
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it i s desired to determine the shape of the plane for a perfectly developed 

twin. 

Solution. - -Two principal views of the crystal are needed with the 

twin plane shown edgewise in one of them. This condition exists in the 

front view of Figure 40. 

True shape of the plane is shown in the right auxiliary view taken 

at right angles to the edge view. The plane_1, 2, 3, 4, b, 6 proves it

self to be a regular hexagon. 

In this type of twin the twinning axis is known to coincide with a 

three-fold symmetry axis and consequently l ies normal to the twinning 
3 

plane. To show the relation of one part of the twinned couple to the 

other, either that part which is below or that which is above the twinning 

o o , 
plane should be rotated 120 (360 /3) around the axis . Such a rotated 

view is shown to the right of the auxiliary (normal) view in Figure 40. 

Developments 

Construction of crystal models is one of the best means of intro

ducing the science of crystallography to a beginner. Faces , angles, and 

shapes assume a tangible meaning as a model takes on a solid form. To 

an advanced student models are of help in many fields, some of them as 

divergent as optics and electronics. 

The subject of model making is based on the construction of 

3 
Dana, op. c i t . , p. 61. 
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Figure 40. Normal View of a Twin Plane. 
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geometrical developments which are explained below. 

Definition 

Developing a surface means the unfolding of this surface into a 

plane. Figure 41 demonstrates pictorially this process as applied to 

two solids. 

Example 19. --It is required to develop the hexagonal prism, 

pyramid, and pedion shown in Figure 42. 

Solution. --Every crystal face must appear in its true shape and 

size in a development and must be so disposed that, when folded, the 

crystal will assume its proper form. 

The analysis for both parts of this problem is essentially identical. 

It consists of drawing a normal view of one prismatic and one pyramidal 

face and of repeating both faces in proper arrangement. 

Developing of both parts resolves itself into producing the normal 

view of a face at right angles to its edge view and repeating it six times, 

as shown on the side and auxiliary views. One of the figures thus pro

duced is then transposed to coincide with the other along any edge com

mon to both, such as EF. 

The hexagonal pedion of the crystal appears in true shape on the 

top view and may be transferred from there to the development. 

Development of crystals consisting of but one form calls for con

struction of a normal view of only one face and repeating it a proper 
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Figure 41. Orthorhombic Prism and Pyramid in the 
Proces s of Being Developed. 
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Figure 42. Development of Hexagonal Prism and Pyramid, 
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number of times. Figure 43 illustrates such a case with a development 

of the isometric hexoctahedron. 

In those systems in which the axes do not lie in mutually per

pendicular planes the developments must be produced as oblique and not 

as auxiliary views. The reason for this lies in the fact that the total 

length of a development (stretch-out) must be equal to the perimeter of 

a section normal to the edges. Thus the view showing true length of 

edges (auxiliary view) must be drawn first, and the normal section and 

development must be constructed adjacent to it. 

Example 20. --It is required to develop a triclinic crystal shown 

in Figure 44. 

Solution. --It should be noted that the two principal views of the 

crystal are so placed that on one of them (top view) one of the crystal 

forms appears edgewise. An auxiliary view is then taken adjacent to 

the other principal view, in such direction that the edges of the crystal 

are shown in true length. 

An oblique view produced by looking parallel to these edges will 

then show a section across the crystal, normal to the edges. The per

imeter of this first oblique view provides the desired length of the stretch

out. 

A second oblique view taken at right angles to the edges is then 

constructed, comprising the desired development. It can be seen here 

that its stretchout 60, 50, 80, 70, 60 is equal in length to the perimeter 
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Figure 43. Development of the Isometric Hexoctahedron. 
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Figure 44. Development of a Triclinic Crystal. 
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of the section in the first oblique view. The terminal points of the edges 

can now be projected from the auxiliary to the oblique view. 

The two small faces which are shown normal to the observer in 

the front view can be transferred from there to the development and 

attached to it along any of the common edges, such as 8, 2 or 3, 4. 

Example 21.--When cyclic twins are to be developed, each of the 

constituent segments of the crystal must be developed separately. Sim

ilarity of the segments, however, allows the use of abbreviated methods. 

Figure 45 shows a complex of three cyclic twins forming a central 
o 

angle of 90 . It is desired to develop the twins. 

Solution. --The left side and a partial front view of the complex 

are first drawn. It is important to note that to draw the left side view 

the central angle of 90^ was divided into four equal parts. This number 

is arrived at by the formula 2N-2, where N s number of crystalline seg

ments comprising the cycle. The central segment of the cycle was then 

allotted two such parts, and the two end segments were allotted one part 

. 4 

each. 

Stretchout for the development was obtained from the front view 

and the length of the edges from the side view. These edges were made 

twice as long for the central segment as for the end segments. 
Before mounting a model of this type all the segments must be 

, ^ j p - : _ : 

Charles E. Rowe, Engineering Descriptive Geometry (New 

York: D. Van Nostrand Co., 1939), p. 112. 
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rotated in such a way that their long edges follow each other end to end. 



CHAPTER VI 

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 

Strike and Dip Problems 

Thickness of a Stratum 

When not less than three points upon a plane can be determined 

as to their location and elevation, strike and dip of the plane can be 

found graphically. Should such points lie on the upper bedding plane of 

a structure, and should one other point be determined on the lower 

bedding plane, the thickness of the stratum can be measured in the edge 

view. 

Example 22.--Drilling operations at points A, B, and C, on 

Figure 46, found the upper bedding plane of a coal stratum at elevations 

of 1, 000 feet, 1, 060 feet, and 940 feet respectively. Further drilling 

at B found the lower bedding plane at 14 feet. How thick is the stratum? 

Solution. --Strike lines, being horizontal, run wit the T-square 

in the front view. The one passing through^f intersects BfCf at U This 

point, projected to the top view and connected to^t , determines the true 

o 
bearing of the strike line, which is measured to be N 77 W. 

The edge view of the upper bedding plane is drawn in the auxiliary 

82 
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Figure 46. Determination of Thickness of a Stratum. 
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elevation obtained by looking in the direction of strike. The dip of the 

stratum can be measured here as the angle between the stratum and the 

horizontal plane of reference. 

The distance drilled through the coal below B is now laid off. 

Since the drill hole may be assumed to be vertical, this distance is 

measured perpendicular to the edge of the horizontal plane and locates 

point Da on the lower beddmg plane. A line parallel to the upper plane 

and passing through Da will represent the lower plane, and the distance 

of 12 feet between the two planes, measured perpendicular to both, rep

resents the true thickness of the stratum. 

Apparent Dip 

Problems involving the stability of tunnels, crosscuts, and other 

earth workings often call for determination of how a certain bed will 

cross the excavated part. 

The bed will show itself edgewise on the walls of a working of 

this type. But, except in those cases in which the bed is pierced at 

right angles to its strike, the angle which the planes of a bed make with 

the horizontal plane will not be equal to the true dip of the plane but to 

some apparent dip. 

Example 23. - - The bedding plane of a stratum is shown in the 

drawing in Figure 47 by points A, B, C, and a vertical wall of a cross

cut intersecting the stratum by points M, N. O, P. It is required to show 
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Figure 47. Determination of Apparent Dip of a Plane, 
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the plane as it appears on the wall. 

Solution. --An auxiliary elevation showing the plane as an edge 

is produced, and the wall is projected onto this view. Xa and Ya locate 

the points where the plane appears at the top and bottom of the wall. 

These points are carried back to the top and front views. A second aux

iliary elevation is drawn, taken at right angles to the edge view of the 

wall. This view shows the wall normal. It is on this normal view that 

the apparent dip of the plane will appear and can be measured. 

Extent and Surface Exposures of Ore Bodies 

When a contour map of a terrain is given and the strike and dip 

of an ore-bearing stratum underlying the terrain are known, it is possible 

to determine graphically the extent of the stratum within the area of the 

map and the belt of contact of the stratum with the ground surface. The 

knowledge of thickness of the stratum is then all that is necessary for 

computing its volumetric content. 

Example 24. - -At point At on the contour map of the area shown 

in the top view of Figure 48 there exists an outcrop showing the upper 

and lower bedding planes of a metalliferous stratum. It is desired to 

determine the areal extent of the stratum within the contoured terrain 

and also the belt of contact of the stratum and the surface, since the 

possible exposures at points other than At are covered by erosional de

bris, regolith, and vegetation. 
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Solution. --Point At is projected along the known strike of the 

stratum to Aa, and since the dip of the stratum is also known its top and 

bottom bedding planes are drawn in auxiliary elevation. They enclose 

the crosshatched area representing the edge view of the stratum. 

An oblique view taken perpendicular to the edge view of the top 

bedding plane shows the normal view of this plane. It is here that its 

area can be measured by means of a planimeter. 

The bottom bedding plane can be similarly projected and measured, 

and the average of the two areas can be computed. The normal view of 

the bottom plane is not shown in order to avoid crowding the figure. 

The thickness of the stratum can be measured directly in the aux

iliary elevation, and the product of thickness and average area will give 

the volumetric content of the stratum. 

To determine the possible surface exposure of the stratum, con

tour lines are projected to the auxiliary elevation where they are shown 

as a series of lines parallel to the horizontal plane. From points of 

intersection of these contours with the top bedding plane, lines of sight 

are drawn to the top view of the same contours. Points of intersection 

of these lines of sight with the contours, such as Bt and^t, mark the 

places where the top bedding plane and the ground surface meet. After 

being connected these points show the entire line of contact. Identical 

procedure can be followed for the lower bedding plane, and the area be

tween the two lines will indicate the belt of exposure, shown by Crosshatch 
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on the top view. 

Intersection of Two Faults 

Some interpretations in structural geology require the accurate 

location of fault intersections. Aside from the academic interest of lo

cating such intersections, the problem may assume added importance 

in technical undertakings. 

Example 25. --Points A, B, C and E, F, G of Figure 49 mark 

the locations and elevations of the outcrops of two faults. It is required 

to determine if the faults intersect and to locate the actual intersection. 

Solution. --Taking advantage of the given elevations, front views 

of the two faults are produced and their strike lines Atl and Ft2 are lo

cated in the top views. Lines drawn at right angles to Atl and Ft2 toward 

the lowest points located on the planes determine the directions (but not 

the magnitudes) of their dips. The fact that neither strikes nor dips of 

the two planes are parallel indicates that the faults are not parallel and 

must intersect, if extensive enough. 

The line of intersection of two oblique planes is located by the 

use of traces which some third plane marks upon them while intersecting 

both of them. 

A plane standing at right angles to the frontal plane and passing 

through points Af andJFf marks traces Af3 and Ff4 on the two faults. 

These traces, projected to the top views, appear as At3 and Ft4 and 
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intersect at Xt upon the extension of both fault planes. Another cutting 

plane, parallel to the first and passing through Cf, would mark trace 

^, 6 on the right side of the fault. 

Parallel lines appear parallel on all views. For this reason the 

new pair of traces must run parallel to the old in the top view. A line 

drawn through O and parallel to AtXt and a line drawn through projected 

5 and parallel to FtXt represent this second pair of traces intersecting 

at YL As 2^ and Yt lie on the extensions of both the right and the left 

faults they must lie on their intersection. 

Angle between a Drill Hole and a Fault 

Whenever a drill hole must pass an oblique fault the angle at which 

the drill and the fault meet should lie within certain limits in order to 

avoid unpredictable deflection of the drill at the fault. Determination 

graphically of this angle requires a construction of a view in which the 

fault will appear as an edge and the drill hole in its true length. 

Example 26. --Figure 50 shows the fault by points A, B, C and 

the drill hole by Z, X. It is desired to determine the angle at which the 

last course of the purposely deflected drill hole, YX, pierces the fault. 

Solution. - - If lines of sight are drawn parallel to the strike of the 

fault, an auxiliary elevation produced will show the fault edgewise as 

Aa, Ba, Ca. The drill hole XaYa is foreshortened, seen in this view. 

An oblique view drawn with lines of sight perpendicular to the 
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edge view of the fault shows the fault plane normal, but XoYo is still 

foreshortened. Now, however, a second oblique view may be constructed 

with lines of sight parallel to the normal plane and perpendicular to the 

drill hole. Here the fault will again appear as an edge A ^ , Bo2, Co2, 

but the drill hole will be seen in its true length as line Xo2Yo2. The 

angle between the drill hole and the fault can be measured in this view. 

Reconstruction of an Eroded Fold 

As an observer moves vertically up or down the flank of a fold 

he finds the consecutive strike lines of the folded bed to be parallel. 

The dips, however, alter with the curvature of the fold. A profile of the 

fold may be constructed as an auxiliary elevation by plotting the known 

dip angles at right angles to the strike. Also, if a contour map of the 

fold can be obtained the profile across the desired part of the fold can be 

produced in a conventional manner. Whenever a part of a fold has been 

eroded, the missing portion may be closely reconstructed on this profile 

by extrapolating the known curvature of the flanks. 

Example 27. --The top view of Figure 51 shows a contour map of 

a part of an anticline. Several strikes and dips are marked along line 

XtYt. It is required to produce a profile of the existing flanks and to 

reconstruct the eroded crest. 

Solution. --Lines of sight are taken parallel to the strike symbols 

and a surface profile constructed on an auxiliary elevation by laying off 
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Figure 51. Reconstruction of Eroded Fold 
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known dip angles at points such as Da. When the strike and dips are un

known and contours must be relied upon, the strike may be determined 

from a projected front view and the surface profile plotted by the method 

explained in Example 12. If the lower bedding plane was located by a 

field survey, the thickness of the outcropping stratum should be shown 

on the profile. 

Total horizontal distance between points on the flanks, such as 

Aa and Ba, can be measured on the profile and bisected to produce mid

points, as Ea. The line EaFa connecting these midpoints will represent 

the line of symmetry of the surface profile. EaFa is then extrapolated 

to a desired height, as FaGa, and additional contours are drawn above 

those existing. Curves of both flanks are also extrapolated, care being 

taken that points at which they cross reestablished contours are equi

distant from FaGa. 

The question of how sharp the curve had been at the crest of an 

individual bed can never be answered with absolute certainty because the 

crests of individual beds do not necessarily coincide, especially in over

turned and asymmetrical folds. But study of the adjoining folds, ex

perience with similar ones in other locations, knowledge of competence 

of folded beds, and consideration of the type of folding involved will 

eliminate any gross errors in approximate reconstruction. 
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Determination of the Angle of an Unconfor.nity 

Where one ser i e s of strata were tilted or folded before younger 

beds were deposited upon it there exists between the two ser ies a struc

tural relationship known as an angular unconformity. Should both ser ies 

then be tilted, their relationship to one another may become difficult to 

determine. 

A study of past tectonic movements within a given region often 

includes determination of the angle of unconformity between older and 

younger strata. The problem resolves itself into finding the dihedral 

angle between two planes, one or both of which are oblique in space. 

Example 28. - - A t location St on Figure 52 an outcrop of a stratum 

is found. Its strike is N 12 E, its dip 46 SE. At three nearby locations 

Dt, Et, Ft a bedding plane of another stratum appears at the surface. 

Elevations of points JDt, JEt, Ft are determined either in the field or from 

a map to be 620 feet, 500 feet, and 490 feet, respectively. The two 

strata are unconformal, and it is desired to determine the dihedral angle 

between them. 

Solution. - - From point St the strike line of the first stratum is 

extended to At and Bt. Point Ct is established on the projected dip line. 

These three points determine a part of the first stratum. The lines 

connecting Dt, JEt, and F^ delineate a part of the second stratum. 

On an auxiliary elevation taken in the direction of strike of the 
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Figure 52. Determination 
an Angular Unconformity. 
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stratum ABC this stratum will appear as the edge AaBaCa, and stratum 

DaEaFa will be seen in an oblique position. In this elevation line la2a 

marks the intersection of the two strata. 

An oblique view is now constructed with lines of sight running 

perpendicular to la2a. Both strata appear in oblique positions here, but 

their line of Intersection 1O2Q is shown in true length. It should be noted 

that the two partial strata do not actually intersect in this or the next 

view but would do so if they were extended. 

The line of intersection of the two planes viewed endwise will 

appear as a point, while the two planes ^Al present themselves as edges. 

The angle between these edges will be equal to the true angle between the 

two planes. 

With these facts in mind, a second oblique view is produced, its 

l ines of sight being drawn parallel to line lo2o. This view shows the line 

of intersection as a point l o l , 2ol and the two strata as edges. The 

o 
measured angle between the edges is 60 . 



CHAPTER Vn 

CARTOGRAPHY 

Orthographic Projection of the Globe 

A cartographer called upon to show a given area of the world can, 

by means of the principles of descriptive geometry, rotate the terres

trial globe into such a position that the observer will face the area in 

question. Since the grid of parallels and meridians can be shown in the 

proper position upon the globe, all the borders and features of the re

quired part of the world can be accurately located on the projected view. 

Example 29. --It is required to show the globe in such a position 

that the quadrangle bordered by the parallels of 30^ and 60^ North Lat

itude and by the meridians of 20^ and 80^ West Longitude will appear 

toward the observer looking downward at an angle of 30^ at the globe. 

Solution. --In order to construct the required projection of the 

globe, two other views must first be drawn. On one of these the world's 

axis should be shown in true lengtl\, on the other as a point. The axis 

would appear tilted forward at 30^ to an observer placed as indicated 

above. 

The left side view of the globe is drawn on Figure 53 with the 

axis PlQl in true length and tilted as necessary. On this view the 
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parallels appear as straight lines perpendicular to the axis. A front 

auxiliary view is then drawn with lines of sight parallel to PlQl . Here 

the axis PaQa appears as a point, the parallels as concentric circles, 

and the meridians as radial lines. 

In order to place the desired area centrally in the final projection 

the central meridian of the area (50° West Longitude) must be shown 

parallel to the reference plane in the front auxiliary view. The two 

meridians bordering the area will then be to the right and left of the 

central meridian. 

The points of intersection of parallels and meridians, such as 

Da, jSa, and Fa, can now be projected to the parallels of the left side 

view, and the two bordering meridians can be drawn here. Since the two 

overlap, only one line need be shown. It should be noted that the central 

meridian lies on the circumference of this view. 

With the profile planes of reference established, the front view 

of the globe can be projected. Points of intersection of proper parallels 

and meridians will now lie on lines of sight drawn from the left side view, 

at a distance from the profile plane, measured and transferred from the 

front auxiliary view. 

The desired area on this projection is shown crosshatched between 

points Jf, Ff, Ef, and Hf. 



CHAPTER VIII 

ISOMETRIC BLOCK DIAGRAMS 

Topography on Isometric Diagrams 

A cartographer called upon to illustrate pictorially the topography 

of a region may resort to the oblique view method explained in Example 

16. A more conventional way, however, consists of presenting the re 

quired block diagram as an isometric projection. This type of projection 

shows all the lines vertical in space as vertical on paper. The horizontal 

ones, which run with or counter to a T-square in a top view of an ortho-

o o 
graphic projection, appear to intersect each other at either 60 or 120 . 

Block diagrams so constructed are mechanically easy to draw 

and present a fairly pleasing three-dimensional effect. 

Example 30. --It is required to draw an isometric block diagram 

showing the topography of a terrain represented by the contour map at 

the top of Figure 54. 

Solution. - -A contour map is first drawn or fixed on the drafting 

paper so that its borders make 45 angles with the T-square, as shown 

by line AtBt. In deciding which sides of the map should be up and which 

down it i s more important to have the ground elevation r ise toward the 

102 
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Figure 54. Construction of Isometric Contour Map. 
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far edges of the map, AtBt and BtCt, than to have north oriented in any 

special direction. 

A grid of small squares is then drawn upon the contour map, 

their edges running parallel tc the borders of the map. To construct an 

isometric view of the surface the corners of the map are now so pro

jected that all the borders and grid lines run at 30 to the T-square, as 

shown on the isometric contour map. It should be noted that on this view 

the ground distances cannot be measured to the scale of the map, having 

been foreshortened by the 45 tilt and then lengthened by the change to 

the 30 tilt. Correct measurements can be obtained, however, by the 

use of an equally altered scale, construction of which is also shown on 

Figure 54. 

The contours are sketched upon the isometric projection from 

observation of the intersections of the contours and grid lines of the map. 

A horizontal line 700-700, containing both ends of the lowest 

(700-ft.) contour, is now drawn. Below it several lines parallel to it 

are constructed, each of them at a distance of 50 feet (vertical contour 

interval) below the previous one. This distance should also be measured 

with the isometric scale. 

Now a sheet of transparent tracing cloth or paper is laid on the 

isometric projection and line 700-700 together with the 700-ft. contour 

is traced upon it. Following this, the transparent medium is moved 

till the traced line 700-700 coincides with line 750-750 of the projection. 
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and the 750-ft. contour is traced. This process is continued till all the 

contours are transferred to the tracing medium, each of them appearing 

one isometric contour interval above the one below it, as shown on the 

Projected Isometric Map of Figure 55. 

The ends of all contours should now be connected, the streams, 

lakes, and points of importance sketched in, and a base of desired height 

added. The effect produced is shown in the Isometric Block Diagram of 

Figure 55. 

Geology on Isometric Diagrams 

Should the attitudes of formations and structural features of the 

region be known, the surface expressions of strata and their subsurface 

disposition can be shown pictorially. 

Surface Expression of a Stratum 

Point At on the contour map of Figiure 56 marks the place where 

an outcrop of a stratum was located. Strike and dip are shown on the 

map. The thickness is shown on the profile (structural section) of the 

stratum, constructed as an auxiliary elevation with lines of sight par

allel to the strike. 

Example 3 1 . - - Point Aa on the profile corresponds to point A_t on 

the map. Any other such point lying on the intersection of either bedding 

plane and a contour line (as point Ba) can be projected back to the map. 

With this done, an isometric block diagram, produced as explained 
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Figure 55. Construction of Isometric Block Diagram. 
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structure Section 

Ooicrop of a s tratum 

Figure 56. Surface Expression of a Stratum on an 
Isometric Block Diagram. 
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in Example 30, is placed below the map. All points marking the surface 

exposures of a bedding plane on the map can now be projected to the 

proper contour lines on the block diagram to locate corresponding points 

upon it, as Ai, JBi. The line connecting them will marc the border of the 

surface expression of the stratum. 

Only the upper bedding plane can be shown on the diagram in 

Figure 56 because the lower one l ies beyond the border of the block. 

The entire area of the stratum at or near the surface is sho^n by stip

pling. 

X Subsurface Disposition of a Stratum 

The inclination and relative position of beds can be shown on the 

two front walls of the diagrams. In actual cartographic practice this 

would be done on the same view on which surface expressions of strata 

are determined. For the sake of clarity the solution is presented sep

arately here. 

Example 32. - - With all the conditions of the problem identical to 

those in Examples 30 and 31, it is desired to show the stratum on the 

front walls of the isometric block diagram. 

Solution. - - The upper surface of both the orthographic and the 

isometric projections of Figure 57 is assumed to lie at the elevation of 

750 feet. This is also the elevation at which the outcrop of the upper 
\ 

bedding plane of the stratum was located at At. 
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Determination o{ apparent dip 

Sub-surface expression o{ J. bed 

ion of ouicrop and 
(ace expression of a bed 

Figure 57. Subsurface Expression of a Stratum and a 
Completed Isometric Block Diagram. 
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The strike line through this point reaches the front wall at BJ, 

and the stratum appears on this wall dipping in the direction of Ct. This 

is an apparent dip of unknown value, and the following method solves for 

this value. 

With point Bt as a center, point Ct^is rotated until line BtCtr is 

perpendicular to the strike line. Since the true dip is measured at right 

angles to the strike the actual 20 can be laid off below BtCtr. The dis

tance Ctr, Dtr shows how far the stratum has dropped before reaching 

the left edge of the front wall. Foreshortened to the isometric scale, 

it is laid off below Ci[on the isometric block. The stratum, whose known 

thickness is also foreshortened, is dr awn on this wall as the stippled 

area J|i, Di, Ei, and Fi. 

To show the trace of a bedding plane on the right front wall, lines 

BiCi and FiEi are extended to their intersection at Gi. From Gi a line 

parallel to the strike is drawn, and point Hi, at which it intersects the 

edge of the block, is located. Line FiHi marks the bedding plane on this 

wall, and the rest of the stratum is stippled in. 

The relationship of the surface and the subsurface expressions 

of the stratum is shown on the isometric block diagram at the bottom of 

Figure 57. 



CHAPTER IX 

MINING AND EARTHWORK 

In the economics of mining and earthwork few factors are equal 

in importance to the correct determination of distances to be traversed, 

areas involved in the undertakings, and volumes to be excavated. Many 

types of such problems lend themselves to solution by descriptive geom

etry. Another group of problems which can be so treated deals with the 

relationship of various types of earthwork to surface topography and to 

subsurface geology. 

Example 33. - - The outcrop of an upper bedding plane of gray 

limestone was found at point At on the contour map of Figure 58. An 

exploratory hole drilled at C£ located the same stratum at an elevation 

of 1, 100 feet and went through 45 feet of this stratum, 29 feet of buff 

limestone, and 53 feet of sandstone. Drilling was discontinued here after 

penetrating into a stratum of shale. At point^t the upper bedding plane 

of gray limestone was reached at 1, 020 feet, the thickness of the buff 

limestone and sandstone was found unchanged, and the lower bedding 

plane of shale was reached at the elevation of 920 feet. Outcrops of an 

impervious dike were found at jDt, E ,̂ and Ft. 

I l l 
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Now a tunnel is to be driven from point Xt to Yt, and it is neces

sary to determine in which stratum it will run while crossing the dike. 

For the sake of estimating the cost of excavation it is also necessary to 

find the length of the tunnel in each stratum through which it passes. 

Solution. --In order to determine the strike of the strata points 

At, Bt, and iCt are connected, and a line Ctl is drawn. Point J , which 

must lie on the same elevation as Ct, can be located on AtBt by making 

use of the fact that the horizontal distance from^t to ^ bears the same 

relation to the horizontal distance from_At to Bt as the difference in 

elevations of stratum at At and Ct bears to the difference in elevations 

of stratum at_At and Bt. 

An auxiliary elevation is now constructed for the purpose of 

showing the dip of strata. The strike is found to be N 71 W, the dip 

27^ SW. By an identical procedure the strike and dip of the dike are 

determined as N 85° W and 22°NE. 

Projecting points of intersection of planes and contours from the 

two elevations to the map provides a means for showing surface expres

sions of the strata and the dike. 

It should be ascertained at what angles the strata and dike will 

appear on the walls of the tunnel. The method for finding these apparent 

dips is demonstrated in Figure 59, which is self-explanatory, and proves 
o o 

the apparent dip angle of the strata to be 17 , that of the dike 12 . 
Once all these data are obtained the final auxiliary elevation can 
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Figure 59. Determination of Apparent Dips of Strata 
and Dike on Tunnel Walls. 
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be constructed with lines of sight per[)endicular to XtYt, as shown on 

Figure 60. In this view the tunnel will appear in true length and the 

ground surface as a profile in the vertical plane of the tunnel. 

The next step consists of projecting to the ground profile points 

Vt^and Wt where XtYt and consecutive bedding planes appear to intersect 

on the map. The dike is similarly projected from Zt to Za. 

From points Va and Wa lines are drawn across the profile, each 

o making the apparent dip angle of 17 with the horizontal plane. These 

lines represent the bedding planes of strata in the vertical plane of the 

tunnel. Similarly, from point La the dike is shown making an angle of 

12°. 

It can be seen in the completed elevation that the tunnel crosses 

the dike while running through the stratum of shale. Furthermore, the 

distances traversed by the tunnel in all the strata encountered can be 

here measured along the tunnel. 

Shortest Connections from a Surface 

Point to a Stratum 

If the attitude of a stratum and the location of a surface point are 

known the shortest possible connections from the point to the stratum can 

be found in an auxiliary elevation where the stratum appears as an edge. 

Example 3 4 . - - Point X in Figure 61 is located on the surface of 

the ground at the foot of a hill. Points A, B, and .C represent the 
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Figure 61. Locating Shortest Connections from a 
Surface Point to a Stratum. 
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locations of exploratory drillings which found the stratum in the hill at 

elevations given in the front view. However, the stratum is suspected 

to extend beyond the borders formed by connecting these points. 

It is desired to determine the shortest vertical shaft, the shortest 

Inclined tunnel, and the shortest horizontal tunnel connecting point X 

with the stratum. 

Solution. --The strike of the stratum is first determined by pro

jecting a horizontal line upon the stratum from the front to the top view. 

An auxiliary elevation taken in the direction of the strike shows the stratum 

as an edge Aa, Ba, Ca, and point Xa at its location on the ground. A 

partial profile of the hill is also shown here to clarify the problem. 

All the shortest connections from X to "̂ lie stratum will lie in a 

vertical plane which passes through X and is perpendicular to the stratum. 

This plane, if shown, would appear as a normal view in the auxiliary 

elevation, as an edge in the top view, and foreshortened in the front view. 

Since all the lines on a normal plane appear normal all the con

nections from Xa to the stratum are shown in true lengths on the auxiliary 

elevation and can be measured to scale. 

It should be noted that the horizontal tunnel is shown parallel to 

the horizontal plane, the vertical shaft is perpendicular to it, and the 

shortest inclined tunnel is perpendicular to the stratum. 
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Fills and Excavations 

The toe of a fill and the line of a cut can be located on a contour 

map of a given terrain if another orthographic view of the terrain is pro

duced to supplement the map. Knowledge of these locations is of sub

stantial assistance in determining quantities of materials involved. 

Example 35. --It is desired to construct a level road running north 

from a mine at At, Bt, Figure 62. The road is to have its surface ele

vation at 840 feet. To provide a site for future mine buildings, the area 

Ct, Dt, ^ , Ft is to be partly filled and partly excavated to the same ele

vation as the road. The location of the toes of the fills and the starting 

lines of the cuts are needed to help in estimating the volume of mine 

tailings required for the fills, how much soil will be excavated, and how 

the area will appear after the completion of the project. 

Every type of loose rock and soil can hold its slope without slipping 

until the slope angle becomes steeper than a certain definite maximum, 

known as the angle of repose. Even in the same material this angle of 

repose is usually larger on the shoulders of cuts than on the fills. This 

discrepancy is due to the fact that the undisturbed material along the cuts 

is normally well compacted, graded, and cemented by organic and in

organic matter, while the fill material has to be excavated, transported, 

and redeposited. During these operations it is broken into loose, inco

herent particles and fragments, free to roll and slide over each other. 

It is assumed that the material Involved in this problem has the angle of 
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Figure 62. Location of Toes of Fi l l s and Lines of Cuts 
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repose of 30^ on fills and of 45^ in cuts. 

Solution. - - The road is shown in the front view by pomts Af. Bf, 

and the slopes of the cuts and fills are drawn from these points, above 

and below the road respectively. Contour lines are also shown on the 

front view at proper elevations. Points of intersections of cuts and fills 

with the contour lines are projected to the contours on the map and con

nected. These connecting lines indicate toes of fills and lines of cuts 

for a road at a 640-ft. elevation. 

A similar procedure is followed in solving the problem for the 

building site, Ct, Dt, ^ , Ft^ On the map the dashed curve about the 

site indicates where excavation must be started, and the solid curve 

indicates where the edge of the fill will meet the existing surface. 

Diagrammatic Representation of a Mine Working 

Explaining the disposition of mine workings to the public or per

sonnel sometimes calls for displaying these workings pictorially. Iso

metric block diagrams, with their ability to show true distances in three 

dimensions, are by far the easiest means to this end. 

Example 36. - - Figure 83 shows at the top a map view of a mine. 

Since the elevations of terminal points and junctions of the workings are 

known from survey notes, a front view of the mine can be construe ted. 

It is desired to show the mine on an isometric block diagram. 

Solution. - - The block itself is drawn first with its vertical edges 
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appearing vertical and horizontal ones intersecting each other at 60 or 

o 
120 . The lengths of the edges are taken directly from the top and front 

views without foreshortening. Because of this the block appears larger 

than the other two views would indicate it to be, but in pictorial repre

sentations maintaining the scale is less important than ease of production. 

Once the block is completed the location of any point on or within 

it can be found by taking coordinates of such a point from the orthographic 

views and laying these coordinates off along the isometric axes. Thus, 

the coordinates d, dl., and d2 locate completely point Bi on the diagram. 

If surface topography or structures are required they can be shown on 

the isometric block by the method explained in Example 30. 



CONCLUSIONS 

The theoretical considerations and applications presented on the 

foregoing pages prove conclusively the fact that there exists in the 

various branches of the geosciences an amount of material fully suf

ficient to warrant the creation of a formal course in descriptive geom

etry for the students of these sc iences . 

The value of descriptive geometry in helping a worker to visual

ize and consequently to solve problems in three dimensions has never 

been doubted. It i s rather the mode of presentation and the selection of 

illustrative material that has often proven discouraging to the students 

by forcing them to deal with problems only slightly or not at all related 

to their present and future interests and occupations. An attempt has 

been made here to eliminate this hindrance to the students' desire to 

learn by presenting them with illustrations and examples chosen from 

the branches of sc iences and the techniques thereof, with which they may 

be expected to deal. 

Material compiled in these pages is not intended to constitute a 

course of study by itself but rather is a skeletal framework upon which 

a complete course can be built. Supplemented by a selection of problems 

taken from such sources as the folios of the United States Geological 
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Survey, the publications of various state surveys, school of mines' 

bulletins, actual mine plans and drilling logs, and from relevant sci

entific periodicals, it would offer the student an opportunity to learn 

thoroughly how to apply the science and techniques of descriptive geom

etry to his work. 

Considering the substantial number of colleges and universities 

training students in the geosciences, such a course would be of immedi

ate use to a large group of people who are now either shunning the sub

ject of descriptive geometry or attempting it half-heartedly with a lim

ited interest. Also, considering further the time and effort saved by 

scientific and professional workers capable of applying graphic methods 

in solving problems to which these methods are suitable, it is felt that 

the course of this nature would be of considerable value to the progress 

of the geosciences and the techniques related to them. 
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